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SUMMARY: 
We added support for an implicit parallel programming model, where one writes a program that               
is apparently doing scalar computation on values and the program is then vectorized to run in                
parallel across the SIMD lanes of a processor like the ISPC gang abstraction in Golang. We                
provide an interface where the programmer installs our tool, writes the code like a pure go                
function, annotate it so that our tool knows what needs to be vectorized (much like ISPC), do a                  
go generate , a go install and run the program. We have added support basic features               
like foreach , programCounter , programIndex , uniform types etc. as in ISPC. We           
implemented some routines from the BLAS set, mandelbrot etc. very easily and quickly using              
our tool with roughly the same number of lines as the serial code and observed significant                
performance improvements (upto 5-6x speedup wrt to Go), mostly faster than an open source              
hand written assembly implementation using intrinsics, except in one case. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
In the recent years, there has been a rise in the use of a programming language - Go. The 
reasons include safety, developer productivity, concurrency etc. But it does not inbuilt have 
support for SIMD. Extending Go to support vectorization can be useful for developing a large 
number of application that exhibit parallelism.  
 
APPROACH: 
We expect the user to write the function in go style with additional annotations that specifies                
which parts of the code can be run in parallel. We then transpile the relevant parts into ISPC                  
code. We automatically generate helper files that are needed to link them. We make use of cgo                 
(Go’s in built support to link with C code) for linking with C. We create a library of the ISPC code                     
generated and then statically link it while building the Go code. We walk through the details of                 
the process with an example. The below snippet shows how a serial version of SAXPY is                
implemented in Go. 

func SerialSaxpy(N int, alpha float32, X []float32, Y []float32) { 
for i := 0; i < N; i++ { 

Y[i] += alpha * X[i] 

} 

} 



 
A typical saxpy.go that makes use of govectool  will look like this. 
 

package blas 
 

//go:generate govectool saxpy.go 

 

import ( 
"github.com/sakjain92/govectool/govec" 

) 

 

func _govecISPCSaxpy(N govec.UniformInt, alpha govec.UniformFloat32, 
   X []govec.UniformFloat32, Y []govec.UniformFloat32) { 

for i := range govec.Range(0, N) { 
Y[i] += alpha * X[i] 

} 

} 

The user should import the govec package which has the uniform types, range functions,              
reduce_add function etc. declared. All variable that are uniform needs to be of type              
govec.Uniform*. All functions that contains parallelizable code need to be name _govec* .            
These functions are translated into ISPC code and exported from it into go. The loops that can                 
be run in parallel can be specified using govec.Range or govec.DoubleRange which is the              
equivalent of foreach in ISPC. The programIndex and programCount abstraction in ISPC            
is available as govec.ProgramIndex  and govec.ProgramCount.  
 

The directive //go:generate govectool saxpy.go ensures that the our tool is run before the              
compilation of the code. Govectool first parses the source code and generates the             
corresponding AST. Go exposes its parser in the language itself. We use that to identify the                
functions that needs to be translated, traverse the AST and generate the corresponding to code.               
To achieve the latter, we modify the parser and printer used by gofmt [1].  
 
Running go generate  will generate saxpy.ispc file that looks like this 

export void govecISPCSaxpy(uniform int N, uniform float alpha, uniform 
float X[], uniform float Y[]) { 

foreach ( i = 0 ... N ) { 

      Y[i] += alpha * X[i]; 

      }; 

} 

 



The tool will also generate the C header file corresponding to it, saxpy.h, which is required to                 
link with Go and will look like this. 
 

void govecISPCSaxpy (int N, float alpha, float X[], float Y[]); 

 
A file govecsaxpy.go will also be created that explicitly links the the Go code to C code. This file                   
contains directives to compile the c code into object file and link it. It also defines the function                  
signature of the function that the user can use in main or other functions. It will look like this in                    
the case of SAXPY. 
 

package blas 
 

/* DON'T MODIFY THIS FILE. CREATED AUTOMATICALLY BY GOVEC TOOL */ 

 

 

// #cgo CFLAGS: -Igovec_build 

// #cgo LDFLAGS: govec_build/libsaxpy.a 

// #include <saxpy.h> 

import "C" 
 

func ISPCSaxpy(N int, alpha float32, X []float32, Y []float32) { 
C.govecISPCSaxpy(C.int(N), C.float(alpha), 

            (*C.float)(unsafe.Pointer(&X[0])), 

            (*C.float)(unsafe.Pointer(&Y[0]))); 

} 

 

The SAXPY function can be invoked from main or other functions as below. 
 

N := 100000 

alpha = 2.0 

X := make([]float32, count) 
Y := make([]float32, count) 
ISPCSaxpy(count, alpha, X, Y); 

 

We also support simple function calls from inside the exported functions. These functions can              
specified with a __govec preamble. They can return or take as arguments non uniform types.               
But these functions can be invoked from inside the ISPC code only. Support is available for                
foreach loops over two dimensions, reduce_add and returning values, most standard data            



types etc. Below is a sample code for mandelbrot, showing more advance features we support               
(Calling functions from within function, DoubleRange() etc) 

package mandelbrot 
 

//go:generate govectool mandelbrot.go 

 

import ( 
    "github.com/sakjain92/govectool/govec" 
) 

 

func __govecISPCMandel(c_re float32 , c_im float32 , count int) int32 { 
    var i int32 
    ... 

    return i 
} 

 

func _govecISPCMandelbrot( 
            x0 govec.UniformFloat32 ...) { 

   ... 

   for govec.DoubleRange(j, startRow, endRow, i, 0, width) {  

       ...  

       output[index] = (govec.UniformInt32)(__govecISPCMandel(x, y, 

                        (int)(maxIterations))) 
    } 

} 

 

The above code will be translated to this. 
 

int32 ISPCMandel(float c_re, float c_im, int count) { 
      ... 

return i; 
} 

 

export void govecISPCMandelbrot(uniform float x0 ... ) { 

      ... 

foreach( j = startRow ... endRow, i = 0 ... width ){  

           ... 

output[index] = (int32)(ISPCMandel(...)); 
}; 

} 



 

Go is a strongly typed language. So it will require explicit type-casting between the govec               
uniform types and default go types. Also, it doesn’t let you have two functions with the same                 
name even if they have different signatures. So the functions needs to be changes, here               
prepended with the “_govec” preamble. One way to avoid this will be to write the the code                 
corresponding to vectorizable functions in a separate file and add a generate directive to not               
compile them while building. Current version lets the user write the functions that needs to be                
parallelized and other functions to invoke this in the same file, which is very convenient for the                 
programmer. 
 
RESULTS:  
The primary goal of GoVec is simplicity and efficiency. We implemented several programs in Go               
and vectorized using govectool . The implementation was very easy and required minimal            
changes from the serial implementation in Go. This is very convenient and much faster than               
writing the vectorized code in plan 9 assembly and linking explicitly. For example, for saxpy, the                
handwritten Plan9 assembly code is ~300 lines of code, whereas our _govevSaxpy is 6 lines of                
code. Also, using our tool is easier and cleaner than writing the corresponding code in C and                 
then explicitly linking them.  
 
We implemented multiple level 1 routines from BLAS and mandelbrot and compared between             
the following options: serial version of the function in Go, serial version of the function in C,                 
vectorized version in Go using govectool , vectorized version in C using ISPC, vectorized             
version in Go that links with the hundreds of lines long hand written plan 9 assembly code [2].                  
Since the handwritten plan9 code uses SSE instructions, we have limited our tool to use SSE                
instructions, but the tool is programmable and can use AVX/AVX2 also. 
 
The experiments were done on a 64 core machine with the AMD Optron processor 6272 of                
clockspeed 2.1 MHz, 64bit x86 architecture, with a 64KB L1 iCache, 16KB L1 dCache, 2 MB L2                 
Cache, 660Mhz memory bandwidth and 64 bit bus width. The experiments generated SSE2             
vector instructions of width 4. The size of the arrays passed to each of the function for first 4                   
experiments was 105. The experiment was run for 105 iterations and the average time reported                
was used for the speedup graph. An image size of 128 X 80 was used for the Mandelbrot                  
experiment. The experiment just involved making a call to the function in the corresponding              
version of Go or C. 



 
 
ANALYSIS:  
In all the experiments, GoVec version gives much better performance than the serial version.              
There are 2 reason for this. Firstly, we are able to exploit the parallelism in the loop by                  
vectorizing them. Also, we do not have the overhead of Go like memory out of bounds check,                 
garbage collection etc. anymore. Go serial version is slightly slower than the serial version              
written in C for most programs for the same reason. Packaging code directly in C can potentially                 
be useful in many cases.  
 
GoVec version is faster the serial code written in C in most cases clearly implying that we are                  
able to exploit the parallelism successfully. Also, GoVec performance is comparable with ISPC             
performance in most cases. It is slightly lesser due to the linking overhead. Also, in most cases,                 
GoVec version is better than the hand-written assembly as incorporating all possible            
optimizations in hand-written assembly is not always possible. 
 
A few interesting observations and inferences from the above experiments: 
 
The code in the main loop in Sdot looks like this: 

sum += X[i] * Y[i]; 

The Go and C serial code performs almost equally well in this case. The ISPC code gives                 
almost 7X speedup and GoVec version gives around 6x speedup. Given that these experiments              



were run using SSE2 instructions with a vector width of 4, this speed up was surprising. This                 
ISPC code generated and translated has sum declared as a (non uniform) float and then               
returned reduce_add(sum). Each iteration has its own sum and is independent of each other.              
This allows the compiler to unroll the loop and do a more effective pipelining to hide the memory                  
stalls. There is no benefit from unrolling in the case of the serial program as content of the basic                   
block in each iteration clearly depends on the previous (sum depends on sum of the previous                
iteration). We manually unrolled the loop in the serial version of C (using 4 different variables                
and then adding them at the end) and that gave a 3X speedup compared to the serial version in                   
C without unrolled loop.  
 
The code of SAXPY looks very similar: 

Y[i] += alpha * X[i] 

But there are no dependencies and each loop in this is independent of each other. This can be                  
unrolled to improve performance. Go compiler doesn’t do loop unrolling and hence the serial              
version in C is considerable faster than the serial version in Go. The speedup given by ISPC                 
compared to C in this case is not as high as expected as it has low arithmetic intensity with 3                    
memory operations and hit the memory bandwidth. The speedup given by the GoVec accounts              
for both possible loop unrolling and vectorization.  
 
Dasum code main loop looks like this: 

x := X[i] 

if x < 0 { 
x = -x 

} 

sum += x 

The speedup available from GoVec version and ISPC version is reasonable and close to 4. This                
can be achieved by computing the mask for x < 0 and running the lanes corresponding to true                  
in parallel followed by the lanes not set in the mask. The hand-written assembly linked with Go                 
gives a performance better than both ISPC and GoVec. This is because of the intelligent bit                
manipulation optimization in the code to compute the absolute value. The hand written code just               
computes a logical and with ‘0’ for the sign bit. This reduces the masking overhead, branch                
overhead. In the auto generated vector instructions all the lanes will be blocked during both the                
true and false run. This is not needed anymore in the hand-written code. Thus the speed-up for                 
hand-written assembly linked into Go. Currently, ISPC doesn’t support bit manipulations like            
this. These can be identified as common cases and ISPC can be optimized for these case. 
 
 
 
 



 
CONCLUSION:  
Overall, we have developed govectool , a simple and efficient tool that helps programmers             
easily make use of SIMD support to exploit data parallelism available in several problems. 
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